Season 2021-2022
We are at an end of another season shaped by the COVID pandemic but things are
starting to feel more organized and back on track in the world of figure skating.
Even though it feels strange to write this report now when there are three very
important competitions awaiting us still.
National Championships in Oslo – we had 8 skaters qualify to participate as well as the
first Norwegian Senior Synchronized skating team.
Junior World Championships in Talinn, Estonia - where our own Mia will represent
Norway. It is the first time in many years that Norway has had a skater qualify. Her
achievement of participation has already secured Norway an additional Junior Grand
Prix spot to the regular two for next season.
International Synchronized Skating Competition in Ghent, Belgium – where Stavanger
Pearls will represent Norway for the first time in the Senior Category
Even though things are appearing to go back to normal, this was a slightly unusual
season due to some cancellations and rescheduling of competitions and planning was
harder than it should be. But nevertheless, we have achieved many good results and
should be very satisfied and proud of the progress our skaters have made.
We are continuing to put out strong results in every category both in terms of
placement and the quality of elements. From Cubs to Junior we have quality skaters
and potential winners in every category. And we have every confidence that this will
continue in the season to come.
With the help of our very competent and enthusiastic junior coaches, we are growing
our base of highly motivated oppvisning skaters that will likely continue to achieve
impressive results for the club in the future.
As the club grows, next season will require us to make sure that all of our skaters are
ensured the optimal conditions to grow and thrive, in all of our groups. There may be
adjustments to groups and required levels. We must also not forget our adult skaters
who also become more competitive and we would be foolish not to find ways to
accommodate them as well.
Season 2022/2023 will be challenging but everything we do, we do with the future of
our skaters in mind.
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